Keeping Busy

All-In-One Activity Collection

The Demen a Ac vi es Specialist

The “All-in-One Collection” includes a selection of activities that have been carefully chosen to
provide a range of benefits, appeal to a variety of interests and offers varied challenges for people
with dementia. Included are materials for Active, Cognitive and Creative programs, for both one-onone and small groups. Add the “Cognitive” or “Creative” add-on collections for even more variety.
Each activity is individually packaged with all of the materials and instructions necessary. Also
included are Program Sheets for each category of program with everything in a self-contained, easy
to carry case.

Collection includes...

Ball Toss and Target Toss
Simple, fun and engaging - fast
and easy ways to involve 2 to 6
residents in active programs that
encourage movement and exercise
while having fun.

WaterDoodle
WaterDoodle is a fantastic, creative
art activity that allows anyone to
doodle away with no mess or fuss
using our special DoodleBrush and
WaterDoodle paper.

ColourConnect
Using the colourful, magnetic
pieces, this three dimensional
activity provides a bridge between
concrete and abstract thinking,
allowing the creativity to flow.

Expressions Bingo
A fun and fast-paced bingo game
using common expressions such
as “Hip, hip, _ _ _ _ _ _” as the cues.
Figure out the answer and cover the
word on your card - fun for all!

Word Search - Small Group Edition
Large print, no diagonal or
backwards words and three levels
of difficulty make these puzzles
ideal for people with dementia.

Sequenced Crossword Puzzle
With a smaller grid and guides
and cuing devices, our unique
Sequenced Crossword helps the
person be successful on their own.

60 Piece Sequenced Jigsaw
Ideal for both individuals and
small groups, our unique colour
sequencing and templates guide
the person to success.

Tangram
Fun and challenging, use the full
size templates for guidance or
create your own shapes with the
beautiful wooden pieces.

Match the Dots
The familiar sound and feel of
domino tiles make this a fun and
popular activity

Match the Shapes
The colourful tiles and templates,
are the basis for a variety of fun and
challenging activities.

Match the Suits
Using Jumbo Index playing cards
and matching templates, this activity
capitalizes on a popular pastime

Match the Photos Bird Groups
These vibrantly coloured cards and
templates exercise cognitive abilities
and lead to great conversation.

Includes all activities, each individually packaged in a self-contained
carry case, with complete instructions and program sheets
Keeping Busy Inc.

Collection Price $299.00
instead of $362.50
keepingbusy.com

Creative Add-On Collection
Creativity can be expressed in many ways, not just through the traditional “arts”. This
collection of activities has been specially designed to add activities to the All-In-One
Collection that encourage a person with dementia to easily express their creativity in a variety
of ways.

Collection Price $115.00
instead of $136.50

24 Piece Colouring Puzzle
Combine the cognitive
challenge of a jigsaw with the
creative benefits of colouring
the puzzle once it’s done!

Match the Pins
Mystery Bag
Colourful, durable clothespins
This unique activity offers a
offer cognitive challenge, an connection between seeing an
opportunity to be creative and object and feeling its shape help with fine motor strength.
very stimulating.

Blue Triangles
Similar to a jigsaw puzzle
but without the constraints,
encourages creativity while
exercising cognitive ability.

Match the Chips
High quality poker chips in
9 colours with matching
templates are fun to sort,
match and stack.

Cognitive Add-On Collection
Designed to work with our All-In-One Collection, but also effective as a standalone package,
this Cognitive Add-On adds eight activities that are an ideal way to offer additional challenging
and fun cognitive programs that meet the needs, interests, skills and abilities of almost anyone.

Collection Price $144.00
instead of $171.50

TRIO
This game uses a special deck of
27 colourful cards to play a fun and
challenging matching game.

Rhyming Expressions
Find the rhyming answers to the
clues, and then find some more - a
fun and challenging word game.

Easy Number Bingo
Simplified bingo with only 9
numbers per card using only 1 to 29
helps people enjoy the game again.

Animal Picture Bingo
This bingo uses animal picture
cards instead of numbers. An easy
and fun way to enjoy bingo.

35 Piece Sequenced Jigsaw
Unique colour sequencing helps
people who find puzzles too
challenging to be successful on
their own.

Set of 4 Strip Puzzles
Much easier than a jigsaw puzzle,
our Strip Puzzles give the puzzlelover the excitement of completing
the puzzle on their own.

Match the Photos Plants
A great cognitive exercise using
brightly coloured photos and
templates of pumpkins, sunflowers
and poppies.

“1950’s TV” Reading Group
With large print and wide spacing,
these easy to read books encourage
discussion, reminiscing and
socialization.
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